
Ministry of Environment and Energy 

Republic of Maldives 

Accelerating Sustainable Private Investment in 

Renewable Energy (ASPIRE) Project 

SCF Grant NO.: TF017182 

Reference No.: (IUL) 438/438/2017/212    

Date.: October 26, 2017 

Request for Expressions of Interest  

Renewable Energy Awareness Officer 

The Government of the Republic of Maldives has received 

grant funds under the multi-donor Strategic Climate Fund, 

administered by the World Bank, towards the cost of 

Accelerating Sustainable Private Investment in Renewable 

Energy (ASPIRE) Project and intends to apply part of the 

proceeds of this grant to eligible payments under the 

contract for the services of Renewable Energy Awareness 

Officer. 

The objective of this assignment is to create a more 

engaging environment for the public in accelerating 

renewable energy uptake at a national level and promote 

these technologies through increased public awareness on 

available policy instruments. 

Key qualifications of the individuals who apply for the 

position are: 

 Bachelor’s degree, specializing in 

Communication, Marketing, Business 

management or any related field; 

 Minimum 3 years of experience working in a related 

position; 

 Knowledge of the Maldives energy sector/ similar 

work experience in the utility sector will be an 

added advantage;  

 Design skills, including graphics and web design will 

be an added advantage; 

 Must be result oriented and proactive. Ability to 

manage targeted indicators. 

 Strong communication skills in presenting, discussing 

and resolving difficult issues. Ability to work 

efficiently and effectively in a multidisciplinary team. 

 މނިސިޓްރްީ އފޮް އނެވްޔަރަނަމްނަޓްް އނެޑްް އނެރަޖީ 
ދވިހެރިއާޖްެ ، މލާެ  

އކެސްލެރެޓޭނިގް ސސަޓްއެނިބަލަް ޕރްއަވިޓޭް އނިވްސެމްނެޓްް އނިް ރނިއިއުބަލަް 
 އނެރަޖީ )އސެޕްޔަރަ( ޕރްޖޮކެޓްް 

TF017182 : ނަނބްަރު ގރްނާޓްް  އެފް.ސީ.އެސް  

 (IUL) 438/438/2017/212  ނނަބްަރ:  
2017ކްޓޫބރަު އޮ 26 :ތރާީޙް     

 ޝަޢޤުވުެރކިނަް ފާޅކުރުުމުގެ ދަޢުވަތު

 ރނިއިބުލަް އނެރަޖީ އވެއެރަނސަް އފޮސިރަ

 ދަށނުް  ގެއި ގުޅގިނެް ސޓްްރެޓޖެކިް ކްލައމިޓޭް ފނަޑްް ބނޭްކާ ވާރލޑްް  ދިވހެި ސަރުކރާާއި
 ރނިިއއުަބލަް  އނިް އނިވްެސްމނެޓްް ޕްރއަވިޓޭް  ސަސްޓއެނިަބަލް އެކްސެލެރޓޭނިގް ހނިގްާ 

ކނޮްޓްރކެޓްް އުޞޫލނުް މސަައކްތަް ކުރނާެ  ދށަުން ގެ ޕްރޮޖކެޓްް( އެސޕްަޔަރ) އެނަރޖީ
 ހދޯުމށަް ވނަީ ހަމޖަހެިފައެވެ.  އފޮސިރައެް  އވެއެރަނސަް  އނެރަޖީ  ރނިއިބުލަް 

އއިާދަކުރަނވިި ސއަްކަތކަީ މައގިނަޑު މަ ގެ އފޮސިަރ އެވެއރަނަސް އނެަރޖީ  ރިނއިުބަލް
ފެންވރަގުއަި  ޤއަުމީހޭލުނތްރެިކޮށް އނިް ހރުި ފުރސުަތތުަކަށް ރއަްޔިތުން ހަކަތަ

  މެވެ.ހތިވްަރއުެޅުއް ބަލައިގނަެ ބޭނނުކްުރމުށަް ފރުުސތަުތަމި

 ފަރާތްތަކުގެ ހނުންނަވްާ މައގިނަޑު ޝަރތުުތަކަކީ:  މިކަމަށް ކުރމިަތލިާ 

 މަސއަކްަތާއި  ނވުަތަ މާކެޓނިގްް، ބޒިންސަް މެނޭޖމްނަޓްް ކޮމިއުނިކޝޭނަް،  -
 ؛ކޮށފްއަިވުން ހޞާލިް ޑގިްރީބެޗެލަރސް  ދއާިރއާކަުން ގުޅނުހްުރި

  ނ؛ްއހަރަުގެ ތަޖުރބިާ ލިބފިއަިވު 3 މަދވުގެނެް މިކަހލަަ މޤަާމެއްގއަި  -

 އިސކްަން  ފރަާތތްަކަށް ވާ ރނަގޅަަށް އެނގފިައި މަޢލުމޫާތުއގިެ ދާއރިގާެ ހަކަތަ -
 ؛ދެވޭނއެވެެ

 ފރަތާްތަކަށް  ލބިިފއަވިާ ޤާބިލކްނަް ކުރުމުގެ ވެބް ޑޒިައނިް  އަދި ޑިޒައނިް  ގްރެފިކް -
 ؛ދެވޭނއެވެެ  އިސްކަން

އަމިއްލއަަށް އިސްނަގއަގިނެް މަސއަކްަތް ކުރމުގުެ ތޖަރުިބާ ލބިިފއަވިމުާއި  -
 .މަޝރްޫއުގެ އމަޒާތުއަް ޙާސިލްކުރވެޭ ފރަތާަކަށްވުން

ޓީމއެގްއަި ، މާއިކރުނަް އެނގުތް ދވިހެި ބހަނުް ފރަިތކަށޮް މުޢާމަލާ އާއިއިނގިރސޭި  -
  .ލބިިފއަވިނުްމސަައކްަތްކުރުމުގެ ގާބިލކުނަް 

 ވާނޖްެހޭނއެވެެ. ފަރާތެއް ކމަގުައިގައި އުޅެވޭ ގނިއަިރު މަސއަްކަތުމީގެއތިުރުން 

އފޮް އިންޓްރަސްޓް"  ސް ވެރވިާ ފަރތާްތަކނުް "އެކްސްޕްރެޝަންޤުޝއަު ވމީާ މިކަމށަް 
ހުށަހެޅމުގުެ ފުރޞުތަު މިނސިޓްްރީ އފޮް އނެވްޔަަރަމނަޓްް އނެޑްް އނެާރޖގީެ ފރަާތނުް 

ޝަޢުޤުވރެވިާ ފރަާތްތަކުން މމިސައަްކަތް ކުރުމގުެ ޤާބިލްކަން  ހުޅވުލާަމވެެ. މި ކމަަށް
އިވާ ސބާިތު ކޮށްދިނމުގުެ މަޢުލޫމތާު އނަްގައިދިނމުގުެ ގތޮުން ދާއރިާއނިް ކށޮްފަ



In addition to the above the successful candidate must be 

willing to work for extended periods without direct 

supervision. 

The Ministry of Environment and Energy now invites 

interested eligible individuals to submit their Expressions 

of Interest (EoI). Interested individuals must provide their 

CV with information demonstrating that they are qualified 

to perform the services (description of similar assignments, 

experience in similar conditions, availability of appropriate 

skills, etc.) covering the Key Qualifications listed above. 

A candidate will be selected in accordance with the 

procedures set out in the World Bank’s Guidelines: 

Selection and Employment of Consultants under IBRD 

Loans and IDA Credits and Grants by World Bank 

Borrowers dated January 2011, Revised July 2014. 

Successful candidate will be paid an all inclusive monthly 

fee of MVR 15,000 to 20,000 depending on qualification 

and experience. The individual for this position will be 

hired, for a period of Twelve (12) months on fulltime basis 

and may be extended for a further period, based on need 

and performance.  

The expressions of interest must be submitted to the address 

by (regular mail, emails or fax) not later than 1400 hours on 

November 13, 2017 and shall be available to commence the 

services no later than November/December 2017. 

Interested individual may obtain further information on 

request by writing to the address below.  

 

Project Manager 

Project Management Unit 

Ministry of Environment and Energy 

Green Building 

Handhuvaree Hingun, Maafannu 

Male’, 20392, Republic of Maldives  

Tel: +960 3018412, Fax: +960 3018301 

Email: cctf@environment.gov.mv 

މަސއަްކަތްތަކުގެ ތފަްސީލް، މފިަދަ މާހައުލުތަކުގއަި މސައަްކަތް ކުރުމގުެ ތަޖރުިބާ، 
ތަޢުލީމީ ފެންވަރއާި ހުނރަު އދަި އހެނެހިނެް މޢަލުޫމތާު ހިމނެޭ ވނަވަރަު ހުށަހޅަަން 

 ވާނއެވެެ.

ޒފީާ މީހނުް ހޮވމުގުއަި ޢަމަލުކުރވެނޭީ ވލޯޑްް ބނޭްކގުެ ކނޮސްަލްޓނަޓްނުް ހވޮމުށަާއި ވަ
 އިސލްހާކުޮށްފައިވާ ގައ2014ި ޖުލައި ތއަްޔރާުކޮށް ގައ2011ި ނވަަރީޖަހަމަޖއެްސމުަށް 
 ނެވެ.މަތނިް  ގޮތގުެ  އެއގްތޮްވާ އުޞޫލތުަކާއި

އފެަރާތެއްގެ މސަައްކތަގުެ ތޖަރުިބއާާއި ތަޢުލީމީ ފނެވްަރށަް  މސަައްކތަަށް ހޮވފޭރަތާަކަށް
ވަނީ  ދނިމުަށްއާއި ދެމދެގުެ އުޖޫރއަެއް  ރފުިޔ00020ާ,ރފުޔިާ އއާި 00015, ލާބަ

ތު މއުްދަ މަސްދުވހަވެެ. އަދި (12) ބާރަމި މސަައްކަތުގެ މުއދްތަަކީ  ހަމަޖެހިފއަވެެ.
ފނެވްރަށަް ބެލުމަށްފަހު ކނޮްޓްރކެޓްގްެ  ތުގެމސަައްކަ އިތުރުކުރަން ޖެހއިޖްެ ހިނދއެގްައި

 މުއދްަތު އިތުރުކުރެވިދާނއެވެެ. 

 ގެ 14:00 ވނަދަވުހަގުެ  13 ނވޮމެބްރަ 2017 ޝައޤުވުރެިވާ ފަރތާްތަކނުް މިކމަަށް 
މއެލިް، އމީެއލިް ނވުތަަ ފެކސްް ސްޓް" "އެކސްްޕްރެޝަންސް އފޮް އނިްޓްރެ، ކުރިން

އެދެމެވެ. މިމސަައްކތަައް ހޮވޭފަރތާނުް މެދުވރެިކޮށް ތިރގީއަިވާ އެޑރްހެަށް ފނޮުއްވނުް 
 ގއަވެެ.  2017 ނވޮމެބްރަު/ޑސިމެބްރަު ހަމޖަހެިފއަވިނަީ މަސއަްކަތް ފެށމުަށް 

 އިތުރު މަޢުލޫމތާު ސާފުކުރެއްވމުަށް ތރިީގައވިާ އެޑރްހެަށް ލިއުއްވނުް އެދެމެވެ. 

 ޕްރޮޖެކްޓް މނެޭޖރަ
 ޕްރޮޖެކްޓް މނެޭޖމްނަޓްް ޔނުޓިް 

 މިނިސްޓރްީ އޮފް އެންވަޔރަނަްމނަޓްް އނެޑްް އެނަރޖީ 
 ގްރނީް ބިލޑްނިގް

 ، ދވިހެރިއާްޖ20392ެމާލެ،  ،މާފަންނު، ހަނދވުަރީ ހނިގނުް 
 +960 3018301ފެކްސް: ، +960 3018412ފޯނު: 

 cctf@environment.gov.mvއީމއެިލް: 

 

http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/PROJECTS/PROCUREMENT/0,,contentMDK:20060656~menuPK:93977~pagePK:84269~piPK:60001558~theSitePK:84266~isCURL:Y,00.html
http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/PROJECTS/PROCUREMENT/0,,contentMDK:20060656~menuPK:93977~pagePK:84269~piPK:60001558~theSitePK:84266~isCURL:Y,00.html
http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/PROJECTS/PROCUREMENT/0,,contentMDK:20060656~menuPK:93977~pagePK:84269~piPK:60001558~theSitePK:84266~isCURL:Y,00.html
http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/PROJECTS/PROCUREMENT/0,,contentMDK:20060656~menuPK:93977~pagePK:84269~piPK:60001558~theSitePK:84266~isCURL:Y,00.html
mailto:cctf@environment.gov.mv
mailto:cctf@environment.gov.mv
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Ministry of Environment and Energy 

Republic of Maldives 

Accelerating Sustainable Private Investments in Renewable Energy (ASPIRE) Project 

SCF Grant NO.: TF017182 

Terms of Reference for Renewable Energy Awareness Officer 
 

A. BACKGROUND 

The Republic of Maldives is a low lying, atoll based, archipelagic nation in the central Indian 

Ocean. It comprises 1,190 islands grouped into 26 atolls that together occupy a land area of 

298 km2 and form a chain over 820 km in length, spread over an area of around 90,000 sq km. 

With a total population of the Maldives is 324,992, it is the smallest Asian country in terms of 

area and population.   

Almost all of the country’s current power needs are met through diesel fired generation. The 

cumulative installed electricity capacity in Maldives was approximately 245 MW in 2012. Of 

this, 105 MW (43% of installed capacity) is located in resort islands which run their systems 

independent of state-owned utilities. The fuel has to be imported and transported to the 

dispersed generating locations, adding to the cost and difficulty of maintaining reliable power 

operations. As a result, the Maldives has among the highest cost of electricity generation in 

South Asia - 30-40 US$ cents per kWh in the larger islands, and even higher in the remote 

small islands. Despite these challenges, access to electricity is universal in the Maldives, and 

the GoM is constitutionally obligated to ensure the provision of electricity to every inhabited 

island at a reasonable standard.  

The 2010 National Energy Policy and Strategy are centered on creating an enabling 

environment for the growth of a reliable and sustainable energy sector. Thus, the GoM had 

been taking measures under this policy to address the issues faced within the sector. 

One of the key policy statements includes the development and promotion of renewable energy 

use within the country. Thus, through the efforts of the GoM through the Ministry of 

Environment and Energy (MEE), the Maldives became one of six pilot countries that 

participated in the Scaling-Up Renewable Energy Program in Low Income Countries (SREP).  

As a requirement of the SREP, an Investment Plan (IP) was prepared on how SREP resources, 

leveraged by co-financiers, would be used to support the scaling up of renewable energy (RE) 

development in the Maldives. The IP was developed by the Government of Maldives (GoM) 

under the leadership of the Ministry of Environment and Energy. The main objective of 

Maldives SREP IP is to transform the electricity sector and to develop renewable energies on 

a large scale.  

The SREP IP estimated that just rooftop space of individual households and public buildings 

could meet as much as 30% of the electricity demand in some islands, and as much as 80% in 

some other islands.  The SREP IP objective of scaling-up renewable energy in the Maldives 

supports socioeconomic development by generating new economic opportunities and widening 

access to sustainable, clean and reliable energy.  Thus, it effectively contributes to poverty 

reduction and sustainable development - benefiting the Maldives and its people as a whole.   
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The Accelerating Sustainable Private Investments in Renewable Energy (ASPIRE) Project 

hence had become one of the key projects under the SREP program that will contribute to the 

overall targets of SREP.    

Currently, the Maldives has a cumulative installed PV based generation capacity of around 2 

MW, spread across several islands and programs.  The proposed ASPIRE Project will combine 

technical assistance with private sector investment, to scale-up the deployment of PV based 

generation on the islands. ASPIRE seeks to provision IDA and SREP resources to develop and 

implement an appropriate investment framework that will result in the deployment of PV 

systems through private sector investments during and after the ASPIRE implementation 

completion.  The identified hurdles to private investments in the Maldives’ energy sector 

include the paucity of experience with project finance, limited local familiarity with the 

technology, and little private sector exposure to the institutions in the sector.   

To address these hurdles, the ASPIRE Project aims to develop the Maldives’ potential for solar 

PV through private sector investments rolled out over the Project’s implementation timeframe.  

This will be done through the use of an investment framework that has been developed and 

appraised taking into account government and institutional considerations and informed by 

feedback from potential private investors.  In that regard, the Project has undertaken a 

significant market sounding exercise, and including an investor conference held on March 26, 

2014 by the GoM. 

The GoM is also a key beneficiary, since the Project would reduce the islands’ financial 

exposure to oil price volatility, and generate savings by replacing higher cost, imported diesel 

fueled generation, with cleaner PV generation.  The Project also reduces the need for public 

investment in the power sector, and helps reduce the operating and capital expenses of the state 

utility companies.  Not only would this help GoM to achieve low carbon growth, but it would 

also free up resources to fund key social needs such as education and health. 

Finally, the project would: (i) enable private sector investing in PV infrastructure development; 

and (ii) diversify the investment base in the country through developing a local market and 

expertise in renewable energy. This will benefit the private sector engaging in the renewable 

energy sector of Maldives.  

In this regard, the promotion of renewable energy technology through a proper outreach 

mechanisms are very key in the successful implementation of the overall ASPIRE project. 

 

B. OBJECTIVES OF ASSIGNMENT 

Awareness and knowledge sharing on solar and other renewable technologies is an important 

subcomponent under the ASPIRE project which would act as a catalyst to increase the demand 

of solar photovoltaic (PV) systems application from consumers side. Hence, in order to achieve 

the key targets under this sub-component, the key objective of the Renewable Energy 

Awareness Officer, is to create a more engaging environment for the public in accelerating 

renewable energy uptake at a national level and promote these technologies through increased 

public awareness on available policy instruments in particular the Net-metering Program, along 

with the regulatory standards to be adhered in the process. These objectives are also consistent 

with the broader national target of fulfilling a minimum 30% of peak daytime electricity 

demand for every island through renewable energy. 
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C. SCOPE OF SERVICES 

Overall, the RE Awareness Officer will be responsible in accelerating the uptake of PV 

technology at a national level by promoting the Net-metering model available to electricity 

consumers. Thus, the Awareness Officer will act as the central agent interlinking the general 

public to the various stakeholder groups in renewable energy policy development and 

deployment, through dissemination of information on policy tools, regulatory standards and 

technology options. Furthermore, as RE policies and programs are rolled out, the awareness 

officer’s contributions in the improvement of these programs are important by understanding 

the public perception towards such. 

Thus, the responsibilities of the RE Awareness Officer include, but is not limited, to the 

following:  

 Identify, develop and execute effective promotional strategies to increase the uptake of 

solar PV among electricity end users, including preparation of materials to market and 

promote financial support and technologies relevant to net metering and other RE 

promotional programs. 

 Gather information and coordinate public awareness sessions based on renewable 

technologies incorporating technological, financial and regulatory aspects related to 

feeding renewable energy sources to utility grids. 

 Promote funding sources (such as loans) for household and private solar projects are 

well facilitated and utilized by coordinating with banks in establishing effective 

procedures for promotion of these funds. 

 Identify and review the available market options on products related to solar power 

systems and the distributing agents, and disseminate this information to the public, and 

liaise with privates sector players in promoting net metering program 

 Conduct public consultation and consumer surveys in relation to programs rolled out 

under different renewable energy policies and provide feedback as to further improve 

these. 

 Identify barriers related to social aspects in the development and implementation of 

renewable energy projects (both public and private sector projects) and develop 

effective strategies to address these barriers as an integral part of the overall awareness 

and promotional activities. 

 

D. DELIVERABLES 

The following deliverables shall be committed during the contract period as per the tentative 

schedule presented in table.  

1. Program rollout plan  

A comprehensive plans need to be laid out based on the policy directive and projective 

objectives, in consultation with the relevant stakeholders. As this is a national level program 

the activities shall be dispersed over different regions and target groups, and rolled out as based 

on the stakeholder level consultations and policy level consultations.  

2. Awareness Portfolio 
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The awareness portfolio shall address frequently asked questions by the general public with 

regard to installation of PV systems, its purchase, operational activities, etc. and also regulatory 

factors governing grid connected PV systems. As this will require technology specific 

knowledge, collaboration with other team members of the project will be required in fulfilling 

this task. Portfolio development shall be regarded as a continuous developmental work and 

awareness sessions shall be imparted based on these materials. The awareness sessions can be 

incorporated into the program roll out plan devised by the RE promotor. 

3. Monthly progress reports  

The consultant will be required to submit monthly progress reports listing the activities carried 

out, planned activities for the next month, and issues to be addressed. 

4. Feedback surveys  

Periodic feedback surveys need to be conducted as to monitor the effectiveness of the 

promotional program and to gain an overall view of people’s perceptions towards renewable 

technologies and associated policies developed for uptake of these technologies. Analysis of 

these surveys shall be submitted to the department as to streamline the existing policies based 

on the needs of the target groups. 

5. Final completion report  

The final completion report shall provide an overview of the programs that have been delivered 

throughout the contract period and also present effectiveness of the programs measured through 

indicators such as the level of technology diffusion over the period of the contract and how 

people’s interest towards these technologies has grown and how much of actual solar 

technology consumption had grown. 

Activity  Schedule/ Frequency 

Program rollout plan 10 weeks from contract date 

Monthly progress reports  Monthly 

Feedback surveys  As planned by the Awareness Officer  

Final completion report  End of contract period 

 

E. REPORTING OBLIGATIONS 

The Consultant will report to the PMU and the Energy Department and shall work in close 

coordination with the MEE, ASPIRE PMU, Utility Companies, Banks and other stakeholder 

groups in developing coordinating and delivering the program to public. For technical sessions, 

involvement of field specialized people from these stakeholder groups will be important. 

 

F. KEY QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE 

The Awareness Officer shall hold a minimum qualification level of a Bachelor’s degree, 

specializing in Communication, Marketing, Business management or any related field along 

with relevant work experience of a minimum of 3 years. Exposure to work similar work in the 

utility sector will be given preference along with design skills, including graphics and web 

design.  
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G. SCHEDULE FOR THE ASSIGNMENT 

The duration of the assignment is initially for 12 months from the commencement of the 

consultancy with potential extension based on performance and need. The successful candidate 

must be available to commence the position in November/December2017. 

 

H. FACILITIES TO BE PROVIDED BY THE CLIENT 

The Client shall make available to the Consultant Office space and other facilities such as 

computers at the MEE. Local transport for official travel between Male’, inter-Atolls and inter-

islands and food and accommodations for the trips will be provided from the project. 

 


